June 2017
Dear Parents,
With the end of the school quickly approaching, we know you are likely planning summer
BBQs, vacations, and family rituals. The summer months welcome opportunities for fun,
relaxation, and plenty of outdoor play (with the occasional knee scuff, I am sure). While this
break from school activities can be exciting, it also causes students to experience a lag in
learning upon returning to school in the fall, a lag we want to prevent. In the name of
prevention, we invite you and your child to participate in our summer reading program.
Not only are committed to preparing your child for college, we also want to ensure he/she
maintains a lifelong love for learning. Simply put, we want your child to read something
academically challenging that he/she will authentically enjoy; therefore, we compiled three novel
options for each grade level for students to choose from. From graphic novels and science
fiction to memoirs and love stories, the options cover a broad spectrum of reading levels, genres,
cultures, and structures to make summer reading accessible, engaging, and enriching for your
child. Accompanying the reading, students are required to keep a chapter summary log and
construct a short essay upon completion; the combination of these two assignment will be
collected Friday 9/1/17 and graded as students’ first assignment (more details are attached on the
assignment page that follows).
While it is a healthy challenge, reading independently without discussing a novel can quickly
disengage a child; therefore, we suggest parents pick-up a copy of their child’s selection and read
along with them. If you are unable to rent or purchase the novel your child selects, please
contact the school at (508) 857-4633 for assistance. Together we can make summer reading an
adventure that your child is eager to journey into!
Warmly,

Janice Manning
Principal

8th Grade Summer Reading Options
(choose one)
Book Title

Lexile
Level

Themes

Synopsis

Where can I find it?

The Hate U
Give
Angie
Thomas

N/A

Race/Racism
Police
Brutality
Identity

Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves
between two worlds: the poor
neighborhood where she lives and
the fancy prep school she attends.
The uneasy balance between these
worlds is shattered when Starr
witnesses the fatal shooting of her
childhood best friend Khalil at the
hands of a police officer. Khalil was
unarmed. Some are calling him a
thug, maybe even a drug dealer and
a gangbanger. Some cops and the
local drug lord try to intimidate Starr
and her family. What really went
down that night? And the only
person alive who can answer that is
Starr.

Available at Brockton Public Library
Amazon.com $6.99
Kindle $9.99

Buddha Boy
Kathe Koja

1030

Friendship
Identity
Coming of
Age

The kids at school call Jinsen
“Buddha Boy”—he wears oversize
tie-dyed dragon T- shirts, shaves his
head, and always seems to be
smiling. He’s clearly a freak. Then
Justin is paired with him for a class
project. As he gets to know Jinsen
and his incredible artistic talent,
Justin questions his own beliefs. But
being friends with Buddha Boy isn’t
simple, especially when Justin
realizes that he’s going to have to
take sides. What matters more: the
high school social order or getting to
know someone extraordinary?

Available at Brockton Public Library
Amazon.com $6.99
Audiobook = FREE

Burro Genius
Victor
Villadenor

1100

Identity
Coming of
Age
Culture
Acculturation
Disability

Victor Villaseñor, a highly gifted and
imaginative child, outline how he
coped with an untreated learning
disability and the frustration of
growing up Latino in an English-only
American school in the 1940s in his
critically-acclaimed memoir. Despite
teachers who beat him because he
could not speak English, Villaseñor
clung to his dream of one day
becoming a writer. He continues to
live this dream today.

Amazon.com $8.50
Kindle $9.99
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8th Grade Summer Reading Assignments
Assignment #1
REQUIRED
DUE DATE
9/1/17

Chapter Summaries

Examples

After each chapter,
summarize what happened
and add one inference
character the main
character. You can write
your summary in 5-6
complete sentences or use
6-8 shorter bullet points.

Sample Written Summary of Chapter 1 from Wonder:

You can handwrite your
summaries on lined paper, in
a notebook, or type them in
a Google document
(share it with
slazo@nhcsb.org upon your
return to school)
See the examples to the
right. The rubric that will
be used to grade your
summaries is attached to
this packet.

Assignment #2
REQUIRED
DUE DATE
9/1/17

In chapter 1, the main character, Auggie, introduced
himself and explains why he is and is not ordinary. He
does and likes ordinary things such as ice cream, video
games, and his dog. What make him not-so-ordinary is his
face: he has a deformity. His parents ignore how people
react, but Auggie’s sister Via can’t stand how rude some
people can be. Based off chapter one, I can infer that
Auggie is a bit self-conscious and that his sister will likely
fight for him more than he fights for himself.
<or>
Sample Bulleted Summary of Chapter 1 from Wonder:
● Auggie is the main character
● He has a family (mom, dad, sister Via)
● He does ordinary stuff like ride bikes, eat ice cream,
play video games, etc.
● He has a facial deformity that people rudely star at
● Via can’t stand when people are rude
● Auggie clearly struggles with self-confidence and
fitting
● Based off chapter one, I can infer that Auggie is a
bit self-conscious and that his sister will likely fight
for him more than he fights for himself.

Short Essay
The main character in the novel is stereotyped and given a “single-story.” How does the
main character handle the stereotypes he/she is burdened with and how does this affect
his/her identity by the end of the story? You response should include the following:
- introduction
- 3 ACEIEIT paragraphs
- conclusion
You can handwrite your essay or type it and e-mail, share, or print it upon your return to
school. The rubric that will be used to grade your essay is attached to this packet.
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8th Grade Summer Reading Tips, Resources, & Templates
Helpful
Reading Tips

●
●
●
●

Resources &
Helpful Links

Use post-it notes to mark important pages/passages
Use a post-it notes on each page with 2-3 bullets about what happened (this will
make chapter summary writing more efficient)
Highlight quotes that stick out to you as you read-- this can be used as evidence
for your essay
Use a bookmark that has the essay prompt on it to remind you what you are
looking to answer while reading

Audiobook Resources:
● Audible.com
● YouTube (only some available)
Available Summarizing Resources:
**these should be used to check your understanding after reading-- it is obvious if you did not read**

●
●
Chapter
Summary
Template

SparkNotes.com
Shmoop.com

Chapter _______
Describe who was introduced in this chapter (are they friendly, angry, mean and why do
you think this way about them?) :
What are four big things the characters did in this chapter:
1.
2.
3.
4.
One inference I can make about the main character is…..
***These questions and format are meant to guide you. You DO NOT have to write the questions
every time you summarize a chapter.
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8th Grade Summer Reading Essay Outline Template
This is meant to help you plan your essay; you DO NOT have to hand this in; you should hand in a final draft.

Introduction

Interesting hook:

Brief summary:

1-2 sentence thesis that answers the prompt (this should be like a roadmap that
incorporate the three points you will make in your body paragraphs):

Body Paragraph #1

Assertion

First point you made in your thesis statement.

Context

Who said the evidence you are about to introduce? What happened before this
evidence came up?

Evidence

Insert evidence that supports you assertion.

Interpretation

Explain the evidence and how it relates to your assertion? Does this deepen the
character or plot? Are there any author’s craft elements that need to be explained?

Context

Who said the evidence you are about to introduce? What happened before this
evidence came up?
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Evidence

Insert evidence that supports you assertion.

Interpretation

Explain the evidence and how it relates to your assertion? Does this deepen the
character or plot? Are there any author’s craft elements that need to be explained?

Transition

Write a concluding sentence that sums-up what you wrote and transitions to the next
paragraph.

Body Paragraph #2

Assertion

Second point you made in your thesis statement.

Context

Who said the evidence you are about to introduce? What happened before this
evidence came up?

Evidence

Insert evidence that supports you assertion.
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Interpretation

Explain the evidence and how it relates to your assertion? Does this deepen the
character or plot? Are there any author’s craft elements that need to be explained?

Context

Who said the evidence you are about to introduce? What happened before this
evidence came up?

Evidence

Insert evidence that supports you assertion.

Interpretation

Explain the evidence and how it relates to your assertion? Does this deepen the
character or plot? Are there any author’s craft elements that need to be explained?

Transition

Write a concluding sentence that sums-up what you wrote and transitions to the next
paragraph.

Body Paragraph #3

Assertion

Third point you made in your thesis statement.

Context

Who said the evidence you are about to introduce? What happened before this
evidence came up?
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Evidence

Insert evidence that supports you assertion.

Interpretation

Explain the evidence and how it relates to your assertion? Does this deepen the
character or plot? Are there any author’s craft elements that need to be explained?

Context

Who said the evidence you are about to introduce? What happened before this
evidence came up?

Evidence

Insert evidence that supports you assertion.

Interpretation

Explain the evidence and how it relates to your assertion? Does this deepen the
character or plot? Are there any author’s craft elements that need to be explained?

Conclusion

Rephrase your original thesis statement (simplify it a little)

How is the theme or topic discussed in this essay universal? How can other people
relate to the main character?
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8th Grade Summer Reading
Chapter Summaries Rubric
**Note: Teachers will randomly select 3 summaries to grade**

Category

1
-

Neatness/
Organization

-

2

Illegible handwriting
Unprofessional formatting
professionalism
Missing chapter numbers
Smudges/ watermarks/
stains on paper

-

Summary
Quantity

Summary
Quality

3

Handwriting is legible (no use
of symbols or emojis)
Formatting indicates relative
professionalism
Most chapters have a heading
with the chapter number
Paper is mostly free of messy
marks (i.e. smudges,
watermarks stains)

-

Handwriting is professional and
neat (no use of symbols or emojis)
Formatting indicates strong
professionalism
All chapters have a heading with
the chapter number
Paper is free of messy marks (i.e.
smudges, watermarks stains)

-

50% of chapter summaries
are complete and follow the
directions

-

70% of chapter summaries are
complete and follow the
directions

-

100% of chapter summaries are
complete and follow the directions

-

1 out of 3 randomly
selected summaries are
written with integrity,
accurately capture the
events, and clearly
demonstrate that the
understood what he/she
read

-

2 out of 3 randomly selected
summaries are written with
integrity, accurately capture the
events, and clearly
demonstrate that the
understood what he/she read

-

All 3 randomly selected
summaries are written with
integrity, accurately capture the
events, and clearly demonstrate
that the understood what he/she
read

8th Grade Summer Reading
Essay Rubric
**Note: you will be graded on position, organization, and ideas***
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